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Geoplatform 2.0

Goals:

- Facilitate the use of geospatial data and tools
- Search/Catalog shared with data.gov
- Focus on NGDAs / A-16 data
- Focus on non-experts / decision makers
- Content organized by Communities
  - A-16 Theme Communities
  - Cross-Agency Collaboration Communities
  - Agency “storefront” Communities
Geoplatform 2.0 - Status

Content Publication / Registration
- New common catalog.data.gov search engine (CKAN) available as of May 23
- Single Sign-On via SAML

www.geoplatform.gov Drupal-based website
- Prototype of some components working now

Hosting Services
- Common Good (A-16 NGDAs)
  - Under development via GeoCloud activities right now
- Reimbursable GeoCloud hosting services
  - Under development in current GeoCloud cycle
  - FY14 pending availability of DOI Cloud Services contract
Geospatial Platform V2 – The Redesign

GEOPLATFORM.gov

Collaborate

Discover

Share

Explorer

Look at popular datasets and find out what can be done with various datasets. If you're looking for a specific dataset either use the search feature or browse datasets by category.

Developer

Find resources to develop your own datasets, resources on data formats, and find examples of what others have done and how they've done it.

Publisher

Upload and register your datasets here to share with other FGDC members and agencies. You retain ownership of all datasets you publish to the Geoplatform, but others can use your data.

Recent Data Updates

National Wetland Inventory

USFWS Annual Update Registered and Published; Added to Environmental,

Social Media

Twitter

MapGuy: Waiting the see the updated #geoplatform at the #FedGIS.

News

America’s Great Outdoors Community Established

GSA Explores Facilities Management
High Priority Work in Progress

- Shared Hosting Infrastructure
- Communities of Practice / Interest
- Federation and Sharing among multiple “Platforms”
- Building different user experiences that leverage the existing geoplatform.gov capabilities

*Release of new site scheduled for 7/8/13 (pending security authorization)*